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THIS appendix presents our new annual price and quantity indexes and
values for selected minor groups, 1879-1923, together with descriptions
of the composition and source notes for all minor groups.
The minor groups vary a great deal in size, both as to value and number
of commodities included. They are by no means all minor in importance,
including, as they do, such items as imports of unmanufactured Cotton
(Import Class 045), exports of pork and related meat products (Export
Class 009), and exports of grain (Export Class 005). They range from one-
commodity classes such as exports of green coffee (Export Class 004) to
imports of semimanufactured chemicals (Import Class 086) with com-
modity numbers for over 100 items.
Despite their differences in size and importance, these groups are the
basic sampling units or blocks on which the various economic classifications
were built (see Chapter 3). Some of the smaller classes were distinguished
only to provide the flexibility necessary for various combinations: econo-
mic class, commodity group, or agricultural vs. nonagricultural. Others
were distinguished for sampling reasons: their price behavior was dis-
tinctive and should not be applied to any uncovered commodities.
For the most important groups, annual Fisher "ideal" price and quan-
tity indexes and values are presented in Tables C-i to C-6. Tables C-7 and
C-8 list all minor classes and show the commodities included in each class,
the years for which these commodities were covered or uncovered, the
sources of price and quantity data, and other notes on the selection of
commodities. Where no source notes are given, the data were obtained
entirely from the official United States customs records (other sources are




Monthly Summary of Foreign Corn-July 1914— Bureau of Foreign and
merce of the U.S. Dec. 1923 Domestic Commerce
Monthly Summary of CommerceJuly 1912— Bureau of Foreign and
and Finance of the U.S. June 1914 Domestic Commerce
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Title Dates Agency
Monthly Summary of Commerce July 1903— Bureau of Statistics, Depart-
and Finance of the U.S. June 1912 ment of Commerce and
Labor
Monthly Summary of Commerce July 1898— Bureau of Statistics, Treasury
and Finance of the U.S. June 1903 Department
Monthly Summary of Finance and Jan. 1896— Bureau of Statistics, Treasury
Commerce of the U.S. June 1898 Department
Finance, Commerce, and Immigra-Jan. 1895— Bureau of Statistics, Treasury
tion of the U.S. Dec. 1895 Department
Summary Statement of the Imports Jan. 1879— Bureau of Statistics, Treasury
and Exports of the U.S. Dec. 1894 Department
Quarterly:
Quarterly Report of the Chief of the1879— Bureau of Statistics, Treasury
Bureau of Statistics showing theJune 1893 Department
imports and exports of the U.S.
Annual;
Foreign Commerce and NavigationFiscal years Bureau of Foreign and Do-
of the U.S. 1912—1918, mestic Commerce
Calendar years
19 19—1923
Foreign Commerce and NavigationFiscal years Bureau of Statistics, Depart-
of the U.S. 1904—1911 ment of Commerce and
Labor
Foreign Commerce and NavigationFiscal years Bureau of Statistics, Treasury
of the U.S. 1893—1903 Department
Annual Report and Statement of theFiscal years Bureau of Statistics, Treasury
Chief of the Bureau of Statistics on 1885—1892 Department
the Foreign Commerce and Navi-
gation, Immigration and Tonnage
of the U.S.
Annual Report and Statement of theFiscal years Bureau of Statistics, Treasury
Chief of the Bureau of Statistics on 1879—1884 Department
the Commerce and Navigation of
the U.S.
Additional official data compiled from the above sources were published
in various issues of the Statistical Abstract of the United States and publi-
cations of Imports and Duties, giving data on imports for consumption
for long periods. The latter were compiled under the direction of the
House Ways and Means Committee by William W. Evans.
We also used a great variety of price data sources, both for comparison
with unit values and as a substitute where unit values were not available.
Some of the most frequently useful sources, with the abbreviations used
in the notes to Tables C-7 and C-8 (which follow the tables), were:
Abbreviation in
notes Source
BLS U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,Wholesale





BLS File A file of published and unpublished price series copied for the National
Bureau from the files of the BLS by the Works Progress Adminis-
tration.
WIB U.S. War Industries Board, History of Prices During the War (WIB Price
Bulletins), Washington, D.C., 1919.
Aldrich Wholesale Prices, Wages, and Transportation, Report by Nelson W. Aldrich
from the U.S. Senate Committee on Finance, Washington, D.C., 1893,
Bezanson Anne Bezanson, Wholesale Prices in Philadelphia: 1852—1 896, Philadelphia,
1954.
The EconomistCommercial History and Review, Supplement of The Economist, London,
various issues from 1890.
Canadian prices: Dominion of Canada, Department of Labour, Wholesale Prices, Ottawa.
1890—1917 Dominion of Canada, Bureau of Statistics, Prices Branch, Prices and
19 18—23 Price Indexes, Ottawa, Canada.
U.K. export andStatistical Office of the Customs and Excise Department, Annual State-
import unit ment of the Trade and Navigation of the United Kingdom, London; and
values Great Britain Board of Trade, Statistical Abstract of the United Kingdom,
London.
One difficulty in the use of customs data is that of insuring the con-
sistency of commodities over time. In the original source there are many
changes of commodity title which do not involve changes in content; in
other cases, titles remain the same while content changes. We have en-
deavored to correct for these inconsistencies by examining the unit values,
watching for sudden changes in value, origin, or destination, and com-
paring general import figures with the more detailed imports for consump-
tion data. For our covered commodities we expended considerable effort
in this direction, but we were less energetic for uncovered commodities,
where shifts did not appear to cross minor group lines. As long as the
contents of a commodity title appeared consistent, or showed only insigni-
ficant shifts, we retained the same commodity number throughout; other-
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1.1890—1923: BLS, Cattle, steers, good to choice.
1889: Aldrich, Beeves, live weight, Chicago.
1879—89: Aldrich, Beeves, good to prime, live weight, New York City.
2. 1890—1923: BLS, Hogs, good to choice, light butchers.
1889: Aldrich, Hogs, live weight, Chicago.
1879—89: Aldrich, Hogs, good to prime, live weight, New York City.
3. 1907—23: BLS, Lambs.
1890—1906: BLS, Sheep, native wethers.
1879-89: Aldrich, Sheep, good to prime, New York City.
003
Hay was separated from other vegetable foods because of differences in price be-
havior.
004
The series on green coffee begins with the inclusion of Puerto Rico in the U.S. customs
area.
011
Before July 1882, commodities 5—7 were not listed separately in the published quarterly
and monthly trade statements, but fiscal year annuals were available. We used
these to estimate quarterly values by assuming that the ratio of these commodities
to "all other articles" remained constant throughout each fiscal year. We obtained
quarterly quantities from the published fiscal annual quantities by interpolating
the unit values, using import unit values for lard as a guide.
013
Items:
1. Unit values were extrapolated back from fiscal 1887 by Bezanson price of salmon,
Halifax.
5. Herring, salted or dry-cured was used as a covered item, 19 15—23, when almost
all of it consisted of shipments from New York to Latin America and the unit
values moved similarly to BLS and WIB prices. Shipments in 1913—14 were
mainly from the State of Washington to the Far East and at much lower unit
values. We considered these to be non-comparable with later years and treated
the item as uncovered.
014
Items 16 and 17 equal items 7—15.
018
Items:
6. BLS file, unpublished series, Peaches, cannery.
7. BLS file, unpublished series, Pineapples, cannery.
021
Items:
3. 1916—23: BLS price of pepper, black, Singapore, 1918 annual through 1923,
extrapolated to 1918 quarterlies and 1916 by unweighted average of WIB prices
for cassia, cloves, ginger, nutmeg, and black pepper, Singapore.
1884—88: Unweighted index of cloves and cassia from Bezanson, and nutmegs
and Singapore pepper from Aldrich report.
4. Laspeyres price index of import unit values of coffee and cocoa with 1902 export
weights.
5. Laspeyres price index combining price indexes used for items 3 (1884—88) and
4 (1884 weights).
301APPENDIX C
Noms TO TABLE C—7(continued)
024
To a considerable extent, 1879—89 based on outside price data. Export unit values for
alcoholic beverages became very erratic after 1918—19. The methods of obtaining
them (shown below) are crude, but preferable to leaving a fairly large item incom-
pletely covered or leaving the whole group uncovered from 1913 on.
Items:
1.1919 export unit value extrapolated to 1920 by unit value of exports to all countries
except Canada and China; to 1921 by unit value of exports to Canada, and to
1923 by the Canadian import unit value for imports of rum from the United
States.
2. First half of 1919 export unit values extrapolated to 1923 by U.K. annual export
unit values of spirits.
3. BLS price for bourbon, straight, four years in bond, in barrels, used for 1913
through first quarter of 1919. These were extrapolated to the rest of 1919 by
U.S. export unit values and to 1920, 1921, and 1923 by U.K. export unit values
of spirits.
5. U.K. annual export unit values for spirits.
13. Price per gallon of "whiskey, 32 u.p." in Toronto from Statistical Contributions to
Canadian Economic History, Vol. II by K. W. Taylor and H. Michell, Toronto,
1931. The movements of this series followed closely those of the unit values of
the main U.S. export item, bourbon, in the rest of this period.
026
To a considerable extent, 1879—98 based on outside price data.
Items:
3. BLS, smoking tobacco.
6. BLS, smoking tobacco.
7. 1889—97: Index of BLS, smoking tobacco, weighted 1 and BLS, tobacco, plug,
smooth, weighted 3, 1890 to 1897. This was extrapolated back to 1889 by
Aldrich, tobacco: plug, navy, best grade.
1884—88: Aldrich, tobacco: plug, navy, best grade.
8. Index of Aldrich, tobacco: plug, navy, best grade and same, medium grade, and
low grade, weighted equally.
027
To a considerable extent, 1879—89 based on outside price data.
Item:
8. 1890—94, BLS, hides: steer, green salted.
1879-89, Aldrich, hides: green salted.
028
To a considerable extent, 1879—1910 based on outside price data.
Items:
3. Prices for first and second quarters of 1920 were estimated from the unit value
for the first half of 1920 and prices for 1919 were extrapolated from 1920, both
by use of the average of patent chrome side upper leather and smooth black
chrome side-upper leather prices from Federal Trade Commission, Report
on ShoeandLeather Costs andPrices,June 10, 1921. Prices for 1913-. 18 and earlier
years from WIB, cattle, side-upper leather, patent chrome.
12. Prices for 1911 and 1912 are unit values for commodity 1. of this class.
22. 1908—10: BLS, calf, chrome, range of first commercial grades;
1890—1907: calf, wax, 30—40 lbs. to doz.;
1884—89: Aldrich, leather: calfskins, tanned and dressed, domestic, No. 1.
26. Combination of Aldrich, upper leather and sole leather prices.
27. Base price derived by extrapolating unit values by index used for item 26.
029
Items:
6. WIB prices for leather belting, 1913—18, extrapolated to 1919 quarterly, by
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BLS, men's shoes, vici calf. To obtain a base year price, the 1919 unit value
is extrapolated to 1920 by the same BLS series, and from 1920—23, by export
unit values for leather belting.
15. Interpolated between export unit values for 1896 and 1903 by an unweighted
average of four BLS shoe prices.
030
Based to a considerable extent on outside price data. Quarterly indexes are largely
interpolated.
Items:
1.Prices are a Laspeyres index (with 1923 weights derived from export values) of
prices of skunk, muskrat, and opposum from Fur News Magazine,
Ohio. The source gave data for only the first and fourth quarters of each year,
figures for the intervening quarters were interpolated.
2.1907—12: Same index as for item 1.
1899—1907: To extrapolate the above index we used a Laspeyres index of Canadian
prices of muskrat and skunk, still with 1923 U.S. export value weights. It seems
likely that both of these indexes for 1899—1913 overweight skunk, whose price
was increasing faster than that of the other furs.
1889—98: Unweighted index of prices of beaver, red fox, muskrat, raccoon, and
skunk, from Fur Trade Review, New York, extrapolated by prices for the same
furs from Bezanson.
1879—89: Unweighted index of Bezanson prices for beaver, red fox, gray fox,
muskrat, raccoon, and skunk.
032
Based to a considerable extent on outside price data. Quarterly indexes were largely
interpolated.
Items:
1.19 13—23: U.S. farm price of horses, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Tearboo/c of
Agriculture, 1924, p. 985.
1899—1913: For 1899—1907, the price of draft horses at Omaha (USDA, rearbook,
1907). The calculated calendar year 1907 average price was extrapolated to
calendar year 1910 by the average farm price of horses two years and older,
and for quarterly 1910—13, was extrapolated from calendar 1910 by average
farm prices of all horses, from the 1924 USDA rearbook. For 1908—09, first
quarter prices were estimated by interpolating between first quarter 1907 and
first quarter 1910 by the average value of all horses on farms, January, from
the 1911 USDA Tearbook. The remaining quarters of 1908—09 were filled in by
straight line interpolation.
1889—99: Omaha price of horses for 1897 to 1899. First quarter figures were
extrapolated back to 1889 by average price of horses on farms in the U.S. and
remaining quarters were interpolated on a straight line between Januaries.
5. 1915—21, 1923: Average prices of mules, St. Louis, USDA Yearbook, 1916, 1918,
1920, 1921, 1924.
033
Based to a considerable extent on outside price data.
Items:
5. Price of whale oil, crude no. 1: Av. price per pound, sellers' tanks, f.o.b. Pacific
coast. Compiled from the Oil, Paint, and DrugReporterand published in U.S.
Dept. of Agriculture, Statistical Bulletin No. 59 (May 1937), Fats, Oils, and
Oleaginous Raw Materials—Production, Prices,Trade, Disappearance in the US.,
1912—35 and Available Data for Earlier rears. We used the Pacific Coast price
because most of the whale oil was exported from West Coast ports.
14. Grease, white, average price per pound in tierces, New York. Same source as
item 5.
16. Same as item 14.
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21. 1899—1912: BLS price for tallow, New York, extrapolated by Aldrich, tallow.
1884—88: Aldrich price of tallow.
034
Basedto a considerableextent on outside price data.
Items:
1.Prices are cod oil, Newfoundland tanked: av. price per pound in barrels, New
York, compiled from the Oil, Paint, andDrug Reporterand published in U.S.
Dept. of Agriculture, Statistical Bulletin No. 59, Fats, Oils, and Oleaginous Raw
Materials.
2. Prices are Menhaden oil, light, refined: av. price per pound, in barrels, New York,
compiled from the Oil, Paint, and Drug Reporter and published in the same
source as above.
3. Unit values extrapolated from 1920 to 1921 and 1923 by price of cod oil (see
item 1).
035
To a considerable extent, 1899—1906 based on outside price data.
Item:
2. 1907 annual unit value extrapolated back to 1899 by BLS, rubber, Para Island,
fine.
036
The 1913—23 period is based on outside price data to a considerable extent.
Items:
1 and 2. BLS, automobile tires, fabric.
038
Item:
8. 1913—19 and 1923. Price index composed of coconut oil, weighted four times and
soya bean oil weighted once. Weights were taken from earliest available values,
those for the last half of 1919. Prices were from WIB and BLS.
040
Item:
5. Unweighted index of prices of chestnut extract, hemlock extract, and oak extract,
from the Oil, Paint, and Drug Reporter.
041
Item:




4. Unit values extrapolated from 1918 to 1913—17 by BLS, cotton, yarn, white,
mule-spun, northern, cones, 22/1.
044
Items:
14. Index composed of BLS underwear: men's, cotton drawers and shifts, flat fleece;
and BLS underwear: women's cotton union suits, weighted equally with 1923
as base.
18. Index composed of underwear price index used for item 14, weighted once, and
hosiery index weighted five times. The hosiery index is a combination of BLS,
hosiery: cotton, men's; BLS, hosiery: cotton, women's mercerized; and BLS,
hosiery: cotton, women's, rib top.
57. BLS, Cotton yarns: corded, white, mule-spun, northern, cones, 2211.
045
The 1884—1909 period is based on outside price data to a considerable extent.
Items:
2—6, and 8. BLS, rope: manila, 1st grade, f'andlarge.
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9. BLS, jute: raw, native firsts, actuals, extrapolated back from 1890 by Aldrich,
jute, raw.
45. Export unit values for binder twine (item 1.) extrapolated back from 1910 to
1890 by BLS, rope, and to 1879—89 by export unit values of cordage (item 7.).
046
Based to a considerable extent on outside price data.
Item:
I. Data are not available for 1900—16. Quantities for 1916—23 are estimated from an
index composed of BLS prices of wool: Ohio, fine, clothing, unwashed; and
wool: Ohio,andgrades, unwashed (med. grade), weighted equally, on a
1923 base. Quantities for 1889—99 are estimated from an index of the same two
prices, on an 1899 base, extrapolated to 1889 by Aldrich price for wool: Ohio,
fine fleece, scoured; and wool: Ohio, med. fleece, scoured. No quantities were
estimated for 1879—88.
048
Based to a considerable extent on outside price data.
Items:
1—4. 1913—23: Quantities derived from a price index composed of BLS series for,
overcoatirig: heavy; suiting: serge, 11 oz.; suiting: clay worsted, diagonal
16 oz.; uniform serge: wool-dyed, blue, 55—56", 16 oz.; suiting: serge, 9fr oz.,
55—57"; dress goods: women's broadcloth; dress goods: storm serge,all
wool, double wrap. These were weighted equally, with 1923 as a base.
4.1899— 1913: Quantities derived from a price index composed of BLS series for over-
coating: soft faced, black, 24 oz.; suiting: serge, 11 oz., 56—58"; suiting: clay
worsted, diagonal, 16 oz.; uniform serge: all wool, indigo blue, 14 oz., 54";
suiting: serge,oz., 55—57"; dress goods: women's, cashmere, cotton warp;
dress goods: Panama cloth, 50". These were weighted equally, with 1913 as a
base.
1892—99: Quantities derived from price index composed of BLS series for suiting:
serge, 11 oz., 56—58", weighted twice; uniform serge: all wool, indigo blue,
14 oz., 54", weighted twice; dress goods: women's, cashmere, cotton warp,
weighted once; and dress goods: Franklin sackings, 54", weighted once.
1890—91: Quantities derived from price index composed of BLS series for uniform
serge: all wool, indigo blue, 14 oz., 54", weighted four times and the two series
for dress goods used for the succeeding period, weighted once each.
1889: Quantities derived from Aldrich series for suiting: flannel, all wool, indigo
blue, 6—4 Assabet, weighted six times; women's dress goods: all wool, ladies' cloth,
25", Assabet, opera, weighted once; and women's dress goods: all wool, ladies'
cloth, 6—4, Assabet, weighted once.
049
Based to a considerable extent on outside price data.
Items:
I. BLS, hosiery: silk, women's, 39-42 gauge, full-fashioned, 7 thread.
11. 1913—17: Quantities estimated from index composed of WIB prices weighted by
1918 and 1922 export values. The price series used, and their weights, were as
follows:
Price Series Weight
Average of 3 series for ladies' hose Fiscal 1918 export value, wearing
apparel.
Average of 23 series for broad silk Fiscal 1918 export value, broad silk
dress goods.
Spun silk yarn, domestic, 60/1; and Fiscal 1918 export value, other manuf
spun silk yarn, domestic,grayof silk multiplied byof the 1922
spun, 6012, No. 1 ratio of export values of thrown silk,
spun silk, etc. to export values of other
manufs. of silk.
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Price Series Weight
Average of 2 velvet series, and averageFiscal 1918 export value, other manuf.
of 3 plush series of silk, multiplied byof the 1922
ratioof export values of velvets,
plushes, etc. to other manuf. of silk.
Average of 2 ribbon series Fiscal 1918 export value, other manufi
of silk, multiplied by 1922 ratio of
export values of ribbons exc. velvet
and plush to other manuf. of silk.
Average of 2 thread and embroideryFiscal 1918 export value, other manuf.
silk series of silk, multiplied by 1921 ratio of
export values of sewing, embroidery,
crochet silk to other of silk.
053
Based to a considerable extent on outside price data.
Items:
2. Price index for wooden chairs composed of BLS, bedroom chairs: all gum, cane
seat, weighted four times; BLS, bedroom chairs: bedroom rockers, quartered
oak, weighted twice; and BLS, dining room chairs: set of six (composite),
weighted fourteen times.
3. Price index for other wood furniture composed of BLS, kitchen tables, weighted
once, and BLS, bedroom sets, weighted six times.
4. 1913—17: Combination of index for item 2, weighted once and index for item 3,
weighted twice.
1899—1912: Price index composed of BLS, chairs: bedroom, weighted twice; BLS,
bedroom sets, weighted twelve times; BLS, kitchen chairs, weighted once, and
BLS, kitchen tables, weighted twice.
1889—98: Price index composed of BLS, bedroom chairs, maple, cane seat, N.Y.,
weighted twice; BLS, kitchen chairs, weighted once; BLS, kitchen tables,
weighted twice; and BLS, bedroom sets, weighted twelve times. BLS series were
extrapolated from 1890 to 1889 by corresponding Aldrich report series.
1879—88: Price index composed of four Aldrich report series, weighted equally.
The series were: bedroom set, painted, five pieces; chairs, bedroom, maple,
cane seat; chairs, kitchen, common spindle; tables, kitchen, pine,foot.
5.1890—1923: BLS, doors, ponderosa pine.
1884-89: Aldrich report, doors, pine, unmoulded.
055
The 1889—1910 period is based on outside price data to a considerable extent.
Items:
9. Price index composed of envelopes, manila writing paper, medium writing paper,
good writing paper, and medium bond paper, weighted equally, on 1922 base.
Data are originally from Paper Trade Journal, quoted in U.S. Tariff Com-
mission, Tariff Information Survey, Paragraphs 326 and 327 of 1913 (1922).
10. Price index composed of BLS series for boxboard: chip, no. 90 to 50; boxboard:
chip, manila lined, single; boxboard: liner, 85 lb. test; and, for 1918 to 1923,
boxboard: manila lined, chip. All are weighted equally, on a 1923 base.
34. Price index composed of BLS, newsprint, weighted six times, and three book paper
prices weighted once each. The book paper prices, which were compiled from
the Paper Trade Journal, are for book paper, sized and super calendared, book
paper, machine finish, and book paper, lithographing.
059
Quarterly indexes are largely interpolated.
The published export unit values for total crude petroleum could not be used for the
last two periods, because they contain a strong downward bias which is due to the
shift from high-quality, high-priced Pennsylvania crude to the cheaper crudes of
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other regions. This phenomenon has been noted before in studies of mining output.
For example, Harold Barger and Sam H. Schurr, in The Mining Industries, 1899—
1939: A Study of Output, Employment and Productivity (NBER, New York, 1944, p. 191),
separated Pennsylvania-grade oil from all other for the period 1899—1919 for this
reason. Spencer and Wardwell in U.S. Bureau of the Census, Raw Materials in
the U.S. Economy: 1900—52, Bureau of the Census Working Paper No. 1, Washington,
D.C., 1954, p. 71, calculated that adjusting for the shift from Pennsylvania-grade
crude between 1900 and 1925 would cut the growth of the index of petroleum
output almost in half.
No data on the origin of crude petroleum exports are available to measure the
shift, but its effects are observable: the unit value of crude petroleum exports fell
by 25 per cent between 1902 and 1923, while the export unit value of illuminating
oil,the BLS price of refined petroleum, for export, and the BLS price of
Pennsylvania crude all rose by 40 per cent or more.
While there is no direct link between production and export data, we did find
that the shift away from Pennsylvania-grade petroleum was reflected in a shift in
customs area of shipment of crude petroleum exports. From East Coast districts,
which were the natural outlets for Pennsylvania petroleum, and which had virtually
a monopoly of crude exports in 1902, the trade shifted to Great Lakes, Pacific, and
Gulf Coast districts. The hypothesis that this shift in port of export reflected a shift
in origin was reinforced by the observation that unit values of crude exports from
East Coast ports were considerably higher than the others. We attempted to correct
for this bias by treating exports from each major area as a separate commodity, and
then combining all of them in a Fisher "ideal" price index for the 1902—23 period.
There were probably some shifts in the origin of crude petroleum exports before
that, since the Lima-Indiana field became important in output as far back as the
late 1880's. But we could not extend our procedure back any further because
practically all exports went through East Coast ports before 1902. It is possible
that Pennsylvania-grade crude maintained its dominance in exports longer than in
domestic production for transportation reasons.
One possible indication of bias in the two earlier periods is the sharp fall, particu-
larly between 1879 and 1893, in the margin between the export price of crude
petroleum and the price (at the field) of Appalachian crude. This fall, however,
may have been due to other factors, such as a decline in transportation cost; this
is supported by the fact that there was a considerable fall also in the margin be-
tween the field price of Pennsylvania crude and the price at East Coast ports of
refined oil for export.
Our index for 1902 to 1923 was an annual one, because the port data are not
available quarterly. We converted the index to quarterly form by a freehand
interpolation using the fluctuations of the original export unit values of crude and
refined petroleum.
For 1879—98, unit values were used as published.
063
Item:
2. BLS price of gravel.
064
The 1899—1923 period is based on outside price data to a considerable extent.
Items:
1. Price index for 1913 composed of four BLS series weighted equally: fruit jars,
quart, self-sealing; fruit jars, pint, self-sealing; fruit jars, quart, mason; and
milk bottles, quart size. This index was extrapolated back to 1913 by WIB,
glass milk bottles.
2. For 1899—1912, BLS price for glass, window, single B, 25" bracket. The same
series was used for 1913—14 to extrapolate back the 1915 annual export unit
value.
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4. 1911—12: Average value per unit of fire bricks, from U.S. Interior Dept., Mineral
Resources of the U.S., 1912 and 1913.
5.1913—23: BLS price for roofing slate.
1899— 1913: Annual data for average value per unit of roofing slate from U.S.
Interior Dept., Mineral Resources of the U.S., 1913. We estimated quarterly
prices by a freehand interpolation of these annual unit values.
6. 1899—1912: BLS, brick: red, common building, domestic.
7. BLS and WIB prices for hollow building tile.
8. BLS, salt, American, medium.
9. BLS, tumblers, table, price per dozen, f.o.b. factory.
27. Index composed of two WIB series: dinnerware sets, best commercial grade;
and dinnerware sets, decorated in cheap standard treatments, weighted equally.
The 1918 price was extrapolated to 1923 by BLS, plates: white granite.
066
Items:
2. Unit values of 3 and 6 used.
10. BLS prices for brass sheets.
19, 20, 25. BLS prices for aluminum: 98—99 per cent.
067
The 1913—23 period is based on outside price data to a considerable extent.
Items:
1. BLS price for brass sheets.
5 and 6. Unit values for Items 6—8, class 066 were used.
068
The 1899—1912 period is based on outside price data to a considerable extent.
Import quantities and unit values are used for the period from 1913 to 1923, but for
the years 1899 to 1912, we used the price of iron ore, mesabi, non-Bessemer, from
the Iron Trade Review.
069
Items:
3. 1899—1903: BLS prices of tinpiate, domestic, coke, at New York.
10. Price of steel bars, quarterly averages, from American Metal Market, Metal
Statisties, 1938, New York, 1938.
070
Based to a considerable extent on outside price data.
Items:
2. 1879-88: Prices of steel rails, at works in Pennsylvania, from U.S. Commissioner
of Labor, Sixth Annual Report, 1890.
9. BLS price for saws: crosscut, Champion, 6 ft., f.o.b. factory.
10. BLS price for hammers:lbs., f.o.b. New York.
11. BLS price for shovels: Ames, No. 2.
12. BLS price for locks: common mortise.
13. 1913—23: BLS prices for structural steel: structural shapes, beams, etc., 3' to 15",
f.o.b. mill.
22. Unit values extrapolated back from 1906 to 1899—1905 by annual BLS series
for cast iron pipe, lagged one year. Quarterly prices were estimated by a free-
hand interpolation.
23. 19 13—23: BLS prices for knives and forks: cocobolo handles.
24. BLS price for augers: regular, 1-inch.
25. BLS price for files: 8-inch mill, bastard.
26. Price index composed of equally weighted BLS series for planes, trowels, vises,
and chisels, on 1923 base.
27. Price index composed of equally weighted BLS series for planes, trowels, vises,
chisels, augers, and files, on 1923 base.
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28. Price index for 1918—23 composed of equally weighted BLS series for knobs:
door; and butts, wrought iron, on a 1923 base. This is linked at 1918 to an
index for 1913—17 on a 1918 base, composed of equally weighted WIB series for
butts: wrought iron; hinges: spring hold back; lock sets; knobs: door; and
hooks and eyes.
29. Price index composed of equally weighted BLS series for stoves: cooking, coal;
stoves: cooking, gas, and stoves: cooking, oil.
30. For 1915—23, annual price index for "other track materials" from Engineering
News-Record, Construction Costs, 1935 edition, p. 23. We extrapolated this index
back to 1913 by an index made up of equally weighted prices for No. 9 Eureka
spring frog, split switch, No. 9 rapid frog, and Positive rail anchors, from
Presidents' Conference Committee, Western Group Office, Material and Labor
Index Numbers (1927). Quarterly price indexes were estimated from these
annual ones by a freehand interpolation.
90. Price index composed of equally weighted BLS series for planes, trowels, vises,
chisels, shovels, augers, files, and hammers, on a 1913 base.
91. 1899—1912: Price index composed of equally weighted BLS series for knobs:
door; locks: common mortise; and butts, on a 1913 base.
1889—98: Same as 1899—1912, but on an 1899 base, extrapolated from 1890 to
1889 by corresponding Aldrich series.
1884—88: Price index composed of equally weighted Aldrich series for door knobs,
locks, and butts, on an 1889 base.
101. 1889—98: Price index composed of equally weighted BLS series (extrapolated
from 1890 to 1889 by corresponding Aldrich series), for planes, trowels, vises,
chisels, shovels, augers, files, hammers, and saws, on an 1899 base.
1879—88: Price index composed of equally weighted Aldrich series for same items
as 1889—98, on an 1889 base.
071
Most of the coverage was achieved by the use of outside price data rather than by
using the published quantity data from Commerce and Navigation reports. Since
most of the price data were available only annually, we did not attempt to use
available quarterly series. Instead, we computed only annual price indexes and
converted them (by a freehand interpolation) to quarterly indexes. The latter were
used only for combining with other groups.
Items:
1.1913—23: Price index composed of the average of six BLS series for cultivators,
weighted once, and the average of twenty BLS series for plows, weighted five
times, with 1923 as a base.
1879—99: Our first step was the computation of a price index on a 1900 base for
the years 1895, 1890, and 1880, from data in George K. Holmes, Course of
Prices of Farm Implements and Machinery for a Series of Tears, Department of
Agriculture, Division of Statistics, Miscellaneous Series, Bulletin 18,1901.
This index was an equally weighted combination of a price index for plows,
composed of 72 series for individual types, and a price index for cultivators;
composed of 19 series. The second step was to interpolate this index between
1880 and 1900 and extrapolate to 1879 by an annual price series for plows
given in T. S. Adams, Prices Paid by Vermont Farmers for Goods and Services and
Received by Them for Farm Products, 1790—1940; Wages of Vermont Farm Labor,
1780—1940, Vermont Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin 507, February
1944.
2. Price index composed of price of planters (average of two BLS series), weighted
once, and price of grain drills (average of four BLS series), weighted five times,
on a 1923 base.
3. Average of six BLS series for rakes, weighted equally, on a 1923 base.
4. 1913—23: Average of three BLS series for mowers, weighted equally, on a 1923
base.
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1899—1913: For 1911—13 we used the index of prices paid by farmers for farm
machinery except tractors, from Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Agri-
cultural Economics, Income Parity for Agriculture, Part III, 1939. We extra-
polated this back to 1903 by an index made up of equally weighted price
relatives, on a 1911 base, for the following items: Deere grain binder, 6 ft.,
7 ft., and 8 ft.; International Harvester grain binder, 5, 6, 7, and 8 ft.; Deere
corn binder; International Harvester corn binder; Deere mower, 5 ft. regular,
5 ft. vertical, and 6 ft.; and International Harvester mower. These data were
from U .S. Bureau of Corporations, The International Harvester Company, 1913.
We then extrapolated the index back to 1899 by an equally weighted average
of series for mowing machines and plows from Adams, Prices Paid by Vermont
Farmers.
1879—99: Indexes covering 1895, 1890, and 1880 on a 1900 base for mowers
(composed of twelve series, equally weighted) and for reapers (composed of
seven series, equally weighted) were constructed from data in Holmes, Prices
of Farm Implements and were combined, again with equal weights. We then
interpolated between 1880 and 1900 and extrapolated to 1879 by the price
series for mowing machines from Adams, Prices Paid by Vermont Farmers.
5. Average of three BLS price series for cream separators.
6. Average of two BLS price series for threshers.
7. Price index composed of: (I) An average, weighted three times, of thirteen BLS
series for harrows and manure spreaders; (2) an average, weighted three
times, of one BLS series for grain binders, three series for corn binders, one
series for hay loaders (itself an average of three), one series for potato diggers
(itself an average of two), three series for ensilage cutters, and one series for a
cornpicker-husker; (3) an average, weighted once, of four BLS series for
milking machines; (4) an average, weighted three times, of two BLS series for
spraying outfits and four series for wagons.
8. An equally weighted average of seven BLS tractor series.
9. An index composed of all the series used for item 7, with the same weights,
combined with the index used for 8, weighted twice.
13. Price index for turbogenerators from William W. Handy, The Yardstick of Publzc
Utility Operations and Construction Costs, Baltimore, 1929.
14. Price index for motors from ibid.
15. Price index for pumps from ibid.
16. ICC index of price of passenger train cars, 1915—23, published in Railway Age)
July 25, 1936, Vol. 101, No. 4, extrapolated back to 1913 by corresponding
index from Presidents' Conference Committee, Eastern Group Pamphlet 138—6,
Trend of Prices for Locomotives, Freight andPassengerTrain Cat-s and Floating
Equipment, August 15, 1930.
17. ICC index for freight train cars extrapolated by PCC index (see item 16).
18. BLS price for wagons, 2-horse, with bed, no brake-composite.
19. Value per unit of bicycles produced in the U.S., 1914, 1919, 1921, and 1923 inter-
polated by export unit values for motorcycles. Bicycle prices are Census of
Manufactures data reproduced in Solomon Fabricant, The Output of Manu-
facturing Industries, 1899—1937, NBER, New York, 1940, p. 590.
22. 1913—23: BLS price for sewing machines, foot treadle.
1879—1913: Canadian import unit values for sewing machines from the U.S.,
centered to approximate calendar year figures. Data are from various issues of
the Canada Yearbook, the Report of the National Revenue Department of Canada, and
the Sessional Papers of the Canadian Parliament.
23. 1913—23: ICC index for steam engines extrapolated to 1913 by PCC indexes
(see note to item 16).
1899—1913: Export unit values, 1899 to 1910, extrapolated to 1913 by PCC index.
24. ICC index for locomotives other than steam, 1915 to 1923, extrapolated to 1913
by PCC index for steam locomotives.
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25. Machine tool price index from Presidents' Conference Committee, Western
Group Office, Materials and Labor Indexes, p. 61.
26. ICC index of railroad shop machinery costs.
27. For 1900 to 1917 and 1923, price index for shop machinery and machine tools,
equally weighted. The index for shop machinery is the ICC index extrapolated
back from 1915 by the Presidents' Conference Committee series, published in
Presidents' Conference Committee, Eastern Group Pamphlet 314, Trend of
Cost of Shop Machinery, Jan. 1926. The machine tool price index is from the
source listed for 26. For 1898 and 1899, this index was extrapolated back
by the shop machinery price index alone.
28. Index of the Cost of woodworking machinery, from same source as item 25.
29. Price index for "substation apparatus" from Federal Communications Com-
mission, Telephone Investigation, Special Investigation Docket #',Exhibit#2091,
WesternElectric Co. Profits and Price Trends, June 14, 1937, p. 270.
30 and 31. Price index composed of the following BLS series for engines, on a 1923
base: 3 hp single cylinder, horizontal hopper cooled, weighted once; less than
5 hp hopper cooled, weighted once; 5-10 hp inclusive, weighted twice; more
than 10 hp weighted six times.
32. Index composed of four equally weighted price series for insulated wire and
cable from Handy, rardstick.
33. Price index for power transformers from ibid.
34. Price index for boilers from ibid.
67. Canadian import unit values for typewriters from the U.S., centered to approxi-
mate calendar years. For sources, see item 22.
105. For 1911—12, index of prices paid by farmers for farm machinery other than
tractors, from Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Agricultural Economics,
Income Parity for Agriculture, Part III, 1939. We extrapolated this series back
to 1903 by an unweighted average of prices for rakes, tedders, disk harrows,
and manure spreaders, from U.S. Bureau of Corporations, The International
Harvester Company, 1913, and from 1903 back to 1899 using an unweighted
average of the Adams series for mowing machines and plows (see notes to item 1).
106. PCC index of the cost of woodworking machinery. For source, see item 25.
107. A combination of PCC indexes for freight cars, weighted five times, and pas-
senger cars, weighted once. For source, see item 16.
125. Canadian import unit values for bicycles from the U.S. centered to approximate
calendar year figures. For source, see item 22.
129. Price index for 189.5, 1890, and 1880 on a 1900 base, composed of equally weighted
series for harvesters, tedders, and rakes, from Holmes, Prices of Farm Implements.
This index was interpolated between 1880 and 1900 and extrapolated to 1879
by a price index for farm machinery other than motor vehicles from Adams,
Prices Paid by Vermont Farmers which is itself extrapolated from 1881 back to
1879 by the Adams series for plows.
072
Based to a considerable extent on outside price data. Quarterly indexes are largely
interpolated.
Items:
1.1913—23: BLS index for passenger automobiles.
1.1899-.-1906 and 2, 1907—12: The annual index for the periods was constructed in
several segments as follows:
1910—13: Index composed of prices of Ford 4.22 hp, weighted four times; Buick-7
passenger, weighted twice; Buick-5 passenger, weighted twice; and Overland
4.18 hp, weighted once. Prices are from U.S. Tariff Commission, Tarzj/' In-
formation Surveys, Automobiles, Bicycles, Motor Cycles, and Axles, GPO, 192 1.
1909: Index for 1910 extrapolated back to 1909 by price of Ford Model T touring
car (same one used for 1910—13) from Federal Trade Commission, Report on the
Motor Vehicle Industry, p. 632, quoting U.S. Board of Tax Appeals Reports,
Vol. 11, p. 1116.
311APPENDIX C
NOTES TO TABLE C—7(continued)
1904—08:Weconstructed a Fisher "ideal" index for 1904 on a 1909 base for open
passenger cars: 2-door, and open passenger cars: 4-door, using Census of Manu-
factures data on unit values of cars produced in the U.S. as quoted in Solomon
Fabricant, The Output of Manufacturing Industries, 1899—1937, NBER, New York,
1940. We then interpolated this index between 1904 and 1909 by an equally
weighted combination of our indexes for mowers and reapers (item 4, class 071)
and other agricultural machinery (item 105, class 071).
1900—03: The index for 1904 was extrapolated back to 1900 using the unit value
of passenger cars produced in the U.S., from Automobile Manufacturers
Association, Automobile Facts and Figures, 1952.
1899: The 1904 index was extrapolated back by the unit value of complete vehicles
and chassis, produced in the U.S. These are Census of Manufactures data
quoted in Fabricant, Output of Manufacturing Industries, p. 578.
Quarterly indexes, used only for combining with other groups, were estimated by a
freehand interpolation. Values for 1899 to June 1901 were included with "cars,
carriages, and other vehicles and parts of" in the published figures. We made
very crude estimates of these values to complete the period.
073
Items:
5 and 6. Export unit values for crude fertilizers moved very differently from domestic
prices between 1889 and 1913; they changed only slightly during the whole
period, particularly after 1899, while domestic prices fell by over 50 per cent
between 1890 and 1897 and then rose by 50 per cent or more by 1907—08. By
contrast, the total range of the export unit values, between 1898 and 1912, was
from $7.41 to $8.42 per ton. Exports through individual customs districts were
still steadier in price. Exports through the Fernandina, Florida district, for
example, were reported at exactly $10.00 per ton for every year checked between
1899 and 1912. The same was true of Brunswick, Georgia, and, with a few
exceptions, of Jacksonville, Florida and Savannah, Georgia. Another important
customs district, Tampa, Florida, reported exactly $6.00 per ton for many
years. The contrast between the movements of export and domestic prices and
the peculiar stability of the customs district unit values would have led us to
discard the export unit values if there had been no information to confirm them.
But we found that United Kingdom import unit values of crude fertilizers
exhibited very similar stability during this period and therefore accepted the
U.S. figures.
074
Based to a considerable extent on outside price data.
Items:
5. Values for 1923 estimated from values of white and sublimed lead, using 1922
ratio. Prices estimated by extrapolation from 1922 using BLS series for lead,
carbonate of (white lead): American, in oil.
13. 1899—1912: Price series for ammonia sulphate from E. E. Vial, Prices of Fertilizer
Materials and Factors Affecting theFertilizerTonnage, New York State, Cornell
University Agricultural Experiment Station, Mim. 119.
14. BLS price series for benzol.
15. BLS, nitric acid.
16. BLS, acetic acid.
17. BLS, boric acid.
18. Index, on a 1923 base, of BLS prices for muriatic acid, weighted once; stearic
acid, weighted once; oleic acid, weighted once; acetic acid, weighted once;
and boric acid, weighted twice.
19. Index, on a 1923 base, of equally weighted BLS prices for muriatic acid, stearic
acid, and oleic acid.
20. BLS, picric acid.
21.1913—17: Index composed of BLS, picric acid, weighted five times; BLS, carbolic
acid, weighted once; and the index for item 19, weighted once.
312APPENDIX C
NOTES TO TABLE C—7 (continued)
1909—12: Index composed of equally weighted series for muriatic acid, from
BLS, and nitric and stearic acid, from the Oil, Paint, and Drug Reporter.
22. 1918—23: Index composed of equally weighted BLS series for jet nigrosirie, water
soluble .#845; direct black, #582; sulphur brown, #1177; and indigo,
20% paste, #1 177; on a 1923 base.
1913—17: The above index was extrapolated back to 1913 by one composed of
the same series plus WIB series for chrysoidine Y and chrysoidine R, all on a
1918 base.
23. BLS price of logwood extract, solid.
24. mdcx composed of equally weighted Oil, Paint, and Drug Reporter series for fustic
extract, solid, and quercitron extract, 51°.
25. 1913—17: Index composed of equally weighted series in items 23 and 24.
1899—1912: Index composed of equally weighted Oil, Paint, and Drug Reporter
series for logwood extract, solid, and synthetic indigo, on a 1913 base.
27. The price index is composed of equally weighted indexes for mineral earth
pigments and chemical pigments which were constructed as follows: The
mineral earth pigment index was composed, for 1918 annual and 1919—23, of
BLS series for barytes and whiting, equally weighted; and for 1913—17 and
1918 quarterly, of the same two plus WIB series for ocher, umber, venetian red,
and paris green, also weighted equally. The chemical pigment index was
composed, forl9l8 annual and 1919—23, ofequallyweighted BLS series for litho-
pone and cadmium suiphide; for 1918 quarterly, of the same two plus WIB
series for chrome yellow, chrome green, prussian blue, and ultramarine; and
for 19 13—17, of the same series with the exception of cadmium sulphide, all
equally weighted.
28. 1913—23: BLS price for lampblack.
1899—19 12: Index composed of equally weighted prices of carbon black, lamp-
black, and bone black, from the Oil, Paint, and Drug Reporter.
30. Price of collodion, flexible, New York spot, from the Oil, Paint, and Drug Re-
porter, Sept. 1915 through 1923. The 1918 fiscal annual was extrapolated to
fIscal years 1913—15, and interpolated freehand for quarterly estimates.





54. BLS, sulphuric acid, 66°.
55. Index composed of equally weighted BLS series for sulphuric acid and muriatic
acid, and Oil, Paint, and Drug Reporler series for nitric acid and stearic acid, on
a 1913 base.
075
To a considerable extent, 1879—99 based on outside price data.
Items;
10. Index composed of equally weighted BLS series for white lead, putty, and zinc
oxide, on a 1923 base.
11. Index composed of the index for item 10, weighted five times, and an index made
up of equally weighted WIB prices for red lead and litharge, weighted once.
12. Wfl3toiletsoap, 1913—18, extrapolated to 1923 by export unit value for item 8.
30. Index, on a 1913 base, composed of equafly weighted BLS series for lead: white,
in oil, basic carbonate; and zinc oxide: leaded grades, 5% pigment.
33. 1889—99: Same as item 30; 1890—99, extrapolated to 1889 by corresponding
Aldrich series.
1879—89: Index, on an 1889 base, composed of equally weighted Aldrich series
for zinc oxide and Bezanson series for lead: white, dry; lead: white, in oil; and
lead: red, dry.
076

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTES TO TABLE C—8
Import Class:
001
Based to a considerable extent on outside price data.
Items:
1.1890—1923: Canadian price of butcher's cattle: choice steers, price per cwt. at
Toronto, from various issues of Canada, Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Internal
Trade Branch, Prices and Price Indexes, and Canada, Dept. of Labour, Wholesale
Prices in Canada.
1884—89: Canadian price of cattle, live—lst quality (export steers), price per cwt.
in Toronto, from K. W. Taylor and H. Michell, Statistical Contributions to
Canadian Economic History, Vol. II, Toronto, 1931.
2, 8, and 9. Canadian price of sheep, price per cwt. at Toronto. For sources see
item 1.
3.1889—99: Canadian wholesale price of eggs: storage, in case lots, at Toronto,
1890—99; and of eggs (new laid), 1889. For sources see item 1.
002
To a considerable extent, 1889—1923 based on outside price data. Quarterly values
for items 9—12 for 1913—18 were estimated from quarterly data for imports of total
fresh fish including salmon and annual data on Canadian exports, by type of fish.
In order to simplify index computations, imports for item 7 were not estimated
separately (we had no price index to use for fresh salmon) but were distributed
proportionately among the other types.
Canadian price data are from Prices and Price Indexes and Wholesale Prices in
Canada.
Items:
3 and 9. Canadian price of halibut, fresh, white, at Canso, N.S.
4 and 10. Canadian price of whitefish, at Toronto.
5. Canadian price of mackerel, salted, at Halifax.
6. Canadian price of herring, salted, at Halifax.
11. Same as item 5, for 1913. Extrapolated to 1918 by mackerel, at Montreal.
12. Same as item 6, for 1913. Extrapolated to 1918 by herring, salted, at Canso,
N. S.
13 and 14. Canadian price of whitefish, at Toronto.
004
To a considerable extent, 1889—1913 based on outside price data.
Items:
1.1913—23: Imports of wheat, mainly from Canada, were responsible for the growth
of this class. Approximately half of the $45 million of wheat grain imported in
1922—23 were for milling in bond and export as flour. The rest, imported for
U.S. consumption despite the $.30 a bushel tariff (roughly 30 per cent) imposed
in 1921, was apparently hard red spring wheat, superior to most U.S. wheat
(see Henry C. Wallace, TheWheatSituation: A Report to the President, Washington
D.C., 1922, pp. 13, 27, 31—32).
1889—1913: Canadian wholesale prices of wheat, Ontario, No. 2, White.
2. 1899—1913: Canadian wholesale price of oats, Western, No. 2, White.
3. Instead of following domestic prices, the import unit values for corn used here
follow those from Argentina; these in turn resemble the spot price of corn in
Buenos Aires (U.S. Department of Agriculture, Yearbook, 1924, p. 615).
4. Rice has been treated as a covered item from 1913 through 1921, but we have
used as a base the 1923 import unit value from Japan only. It was not clear that
the fall in price from 1921 to 1923 occasioned by the shift from Japanese to
Mexican rice, was a price, rather than quality, change. As we have used it, the
unit values follow fairly closely the Tokyo price of average quality brown rice
(see V. D. Wickizer and M. K. Bennett, The Rice Economy of Monsoon Asia, Food
Research Institute, Stanford University, California, 1941).
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5. For a few quarters in 1896 and 1898, when quantities imported were small and
unit values showed violent fluctuations unrelated to price movements, we dis-
carded the unit values and interpolated by the Canadian wholesale price of
barley, Ontario No. 2.
005
Items:
4. Potatoes were imported mainly from Canada during 1917—18; we therefore used
these imports alone for the 1923 base.
6.1919—20: The 1923 import unit value of potatoes from Canada was used to estimate
base-year quantity because Canada was the main source of imports in 1919 and
1920.
1899—1913: In this period, fluctuations in import unit values for potatoes were
violent and largely inverse to those of the American domestic price. Imports of
potatoes were of two distinct types: those from the United Kingdom, which
came in large amounts, but sporadically, mainly in years when the American
domestic price was high, and more stable import quantities from Bermuda, with
unit values about three times as high as those from the U.K. Thus, when U.S.
prices were high, imports were dominated by low-priced potatoes from the U.K.,
and the unit value was therefore low, but when U.S. prices were low, imports
were dominated by the high-priced imports from Bermuda, and the unit values
were therefore high. Since we were more interested in coverage for the years
when imports were large, we tried to put together a series that would be con-
sistent for those years and would follow the movements of U.K. export unit
values which are shown in U.K. Statistical Abstracts. We did not use the unit
values for each quarter of every year, but only those, mainly the large ones,
which followed the pattern of the U.K. export prices. We then applied these
quarterly unit values to the rest of their respective years, in place of the actual
ones. For this reason, the quarterly movements of the series are somewhat
arbitrary.
1879—99: The procedure used here was similar to that for the 1899—1913 period,
but the annual fluctuations followed U.K. prices much better and fewer of the
quarterly changes had to be smoothed out.
006
The 1879—83 period based on outside price data.
Item:
17. Prices are a weighted index (with fiscal 1883 imports-for-consumption weights)
of Bezanson series for pepper, pimiento, cassia, cloves, and nutmeg, with
fiscal 1883 as 100. To arrive at a base year price, the index is extrapolated to
1889 by a Fisher "ideal" index of the import unit values of pepper and nutmeg.
007
To a considerable extent, 1879—99 based on outside price data.
Items:
10. Import unit values extrapolated back from 1919 to 1907 by import unit values
of copra, not prepared.
13. 1889—99: The 1899 U.S. import unit value is extrapolated back to 1895 by
United Kingdom import unit values, and from 1895 back to 1889 by Bezanson
prices of lemons from Sicily. Italy was the main source of lemon imports.
1884—89: Bezanson prices of lemons.
18. 1889—99: The U.S. annual 1900 import unit value was extrapolated back to
1893 annually by U.K. import unit values. Approximate quarterly values were
obtained by using British values, roughly deseasonalized and then multiplied
by a crude American seasonal index derived from import unit values for 1899—
1905. The rc5ulting quarterly series was then adjusted to the level of the
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annual series. The 1893 annual unit value was then extrapolated back to
1890 by a similar process using U.K. values for lemons and oranges com-
bined, and to 1889 by U.S. imports-for-consumption unit values for oranges
in boxes, 1.5 to 2.5 cubic feet.
1884—88: U.S. imports-for-consumption unit values averaged to estimate calendar
year prices and multiplied by the seasonal index mentioned above to get
quarterly prices.
24. 1879—89: Import unit values extrapolated back to 1879 from 1884 by Bezanson
prices of almonds.
25. The trend in general import unit values of walnuts was biased upwards because
of a shift from unshelled to shelled nuts. We were able to construct a fiscal
annual Fisher "ideal" index from imports-for-consumption data for the two
types separately, and we adjusted the quarterly general import unit values
to the movements of this index.
36. Import unit values extrapolated from 1884 back to 1879 by Aldrich prices of
prunes, Turkish.
38. Aldrich prices of currants, Zante.
41. Import unit values extrapolated back from 1884 to 1879 by Bezanson price of
raisins, Valentia.
42. Annual export unit values of bananas from Jamaica, D. W. Rodriquez, Bananas:
An Outline of theEconomicHistory of Production and Trade With Special Reference
to Jamaica, Department of Agriculture, Commodity Bulletin No. I, Kingston,
Jamaica, 1955. These were multiplied by a seasonal index derived from 1908—Il
U.S. import unit values. Quarterly values for 1879—83 were estimated by
annual imports-for-consumption ratios from general imports data for all other
fruits.
46. Price index for lemons and oranges, with 1884 woights consisting of the Bezanson
price of lemons and an orange price series constructed from Jamaican annual
export unit values multiplied by the seasonal price index described above
(Item 18). The Jamaica export unit values are from Great Britain, Parliament,
Sessional Papers, 1892. Quarterly import values for oranges and lemons were
estimated from quarterly import values for all fruits by the use of annual ratios
from imports-for-consumption data.
008
Tea imports were broken down by country in 1913—23 to eliminate the effects of
shifts among qualities and types of tea. There was a wartime shift, partially re-
versed afterwards, in the origin of black tea, from Great Britain to the British and
Dutch East Indies, and there was a long-term trend, in evidence since the 1890's,
away from green tea (mostly from China) to black tea (from India and Great
Britain). We were not able to make the same breakdown of quarterly import data
in the 1899—1913 period, and the price index for those years is therefore biased
upwards, since black tea was more expensive than green tea.
011
To a considerable extent, 1899—1907 based on outside price data.
19 13—23: Import unit values for bananas are dubious on two counts. First, they did not
follow closely the price of bananas in New York during 19 13—23, the only period
for which we could make a comparison. Second, they involve, to some extent,
transactions by American companies with their own subsidiaries in a product for
which the market is not developed in the producing country. For these reasons
there is considerable doubt as to the meaning of any price that might have been
reported. We decided to use the unit values, however, because the figures for
different countries of origin show similar movements and because they agree quite
well with export unit values reported by the Countries of origin, where we could
make the comparison.
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1899—1913: Quarterly import unit values were used for 1908—13. The U.S. import
value was then extrapolated back from 1908 to 1900 by United Kingdom import
unit values multiplied by the seasonal pattern for U.S. import values, 1908—11.
The series was then extended back to 1899 by the export unit value of bananas
from Jamaica, also multiplied by the U.S. seasonal pattern.
1889—99: Jamaica export unit values multiplied by U.S. seasonal price pattern,
1908—13. Jamaica export unit values are from D. W. Rodriquez, Bananas: An Out-
line of the Economic History of Production andTradewith Special Reference to Jamaica.
012
To a considerable extent, 1879—83 based on outside price data.
Items:
1. Unit value extrapolated back from fiscal 1884 by Canadian wholesale price of
butter (dairy prints)in Toronto.Values estimated from values for pro-
visions using annual ratios from imports-for-consumption data.
2. Canadian wholesale price of milk: prices paid to producers, Montreal.
10. Unit values extrapolated back from fiscal 1884 by Canadian wholesale price of
cheese (new large) in Toronto. Values estimated as for item 1.
11 and 12. 1913 figures are derived from imports-for-consumption data.
13 and 14. General import data give only the combination of mutton and lamb.




5. Unit values extrapolated back to 1913 by using the last half of 1918 ratio, by the
WIB price for sardines, *oils,keyless, canned.
017
To a considerable extent, 1899—1918 based on outside price data.
I tern:
2. 1913—23: Import unit values extrapolated back from 1919 to 1914—18 by export
unit values for pearl tapioca from the Straits Settlements. These data are from
Straits Settlements, Import, Export, and Statistical Office, Return of Imports and
Exports. These prices were extrapolated to 1913 by Canadian wholesale prices
of tapioca, medium pearl, at Toronto.
1899—1913: Canadian wholesale prices of tapioca.
020
I tern:
3. Import unit values extrapolated back from 1891 to 1889 by import unit values for
class 019, item 6. The very sharp rise in imports of refined sugar after 1890 is
due to the cut in tariffs under the 1890 Act. The rate dropped from 3-3.5 cents
per pound (roughly 60 to 90% ad valorem), to .5-.6 cents (about 12 to 17% ad
valorem).
021
1923 import unit values for malt liquors estimated from U.K. export unit values and
for still wines, from U.K. import unit values.
022
Items:
2. Import unit value for 1923 estimated by using Canadian import unit value for
countries other than the U.S. and the U.K.
3 and 4. Import unit values for 1923 estimated by using U.K. export unit values.
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023
Items:
1. Quarterly import quantities were adjusted to the level determined by a fiscal year
Laspeyres index, on a calendar 1913 base, of imports-for-consumption unit
values for capsicum, or red pepper; mustard seed, ground; and sage.
2. Quarterly import quantities were adjusted to the level determined by fiscal year
imports-for-consumption unit values for mustard seed, ground or prepared,
which was, by far, the main component of the group.
024
Item:
12. 1889—90: General import data combined leaf suitable for cigar wrapping with
all other leaf before 1891. Since the former was almost twice as expensive as
the latter, we adjusted the published quarterly quantities to the level implied
by a fiscal year index of the two types separately, computed from imports-for-
consumption data. The earlier figures were not adjusted because tobacco for
cigar wrapping was of minor importance before 1889. We did, however, set
the 1889 base-year price at the 1888 level to eliminate the effect of the shift
to tobacco for cigar wrapping.
025
Cigars, cheroots and cigarettes from the Philippine Islands were much lower in
price than those from other countries and were admitted free of duty. Before they
became free, in 1909, imports from this source were negligible. We therefore used




4. Adjusted for shifts among countries of origin 1913—June 1917. A fiscal Fisher
index using general imports country data was computed on a calendar 1923
base for "calfskins, dry and dry salted" from two groups of countries. Group 1:
Finland, France, Germany, Latvia, Norway, Russia, and Dutch East Indies.
Group 2: England, Canada, Argentina, Uruguay, New Zealand, British India,
and Denmark. Quarterly quantities were adjusted to level of new fiscal quan-
tities.
10 and 11. 1923 annual value estimated from "total sheep and lamb skins" by the
ratio for the nine-months ending September 1922. 1923 annual quantity
figure obtained by using a price extrapolated from that of the nine-months
ending September 1922 by "total sheep and lamb skins."
027
To a large extent, 1883—89 and 1916—23 based on outside price data.
Items:
1.1919 unit value extrapolated back to 1918 by Canadian wholesale price of sole
leather, green hide crops.
2. Prices extrapolated back from 1919 and forward from 1921 by BLS, leather:
glazed kid, black, top grade from Brazilian skins, No. 3030.
3. 1919—23 prices are Canadian wholesale prices of box sides "B", extrapolated
back to 1916—18 by Canadian wholesale prices of upper leather, waxed.
4. Prices extrapolated back from 1919 to 1916 by Canadian wholesale prices of
harness leather.
5. 1922—23 prices obtained by computing an index of leather prices obtained from
The Economist, "Commercial History and Review." The items used in the
index are shoulders from dry salted hides, shoulders from wet salted hides,
bellies from dry salted hides, and bellies from wet salted hides.
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6. 1918—21 and 1923, see item 5.
14. 1916—17 and 1923, see item 5.
16. 1923 price is taken from 1923 price of item 1.
17. 1913 and 1923, see item 5.
22. 1884—89: Quantities obtained using prices from the Aldrich report—calfskins,
tanned and dressed, French, J. Griffon and Co., for years 1885—89 and 1883.
Prices were extrapolated back to 1884 by Aldrich report price for calfskins,
tanned and dressed, French (E. Ogerau).
23. See item 22.
24. 1883 and 1889 prices extrapolated from Aldrich Report leather prices: calf-
skins, tanned and dressed, French, J. Griffon and Co.
028
Quarterly indexes are largely interpolated.
Items:
1.1899—1913: Prices obtained by computing a fiscal year index for glove prices on a
calendar 1913 base with imports-for-consumption unit values for gloves, Schmä-
schen, of sheep origin, under 14", unlined; gloves, lamb, or sheep, "glacé"
finish, not over 14", unlined; gloves, same as preceding description, piqué or
prix seam; gloves, same, over 17", unlined; gloves, goat, kid, etc., "glacé" finish,
not more than 14", unlined; gloves, same, piqué or prix seam, and gloves, same,
over 17", unlined. Quarterly prices were obtained by a straight line interpo-
lation.
1891—99: Quarterly prices used are interpolated freehand from an average of price
relatives on a calendar 1899 base of imports-for-consumption fiscal unit values
for gloves: "Schmäschen," "Lamb or Sheep" and "Goat or Kid."
029
To a considerable extent, 1879—1918 based on outside price data. Quarterly indexes
are largely interpolated.
Items:
10. 1919—23: Prices obtained by straight line interpolation of a calendar annual
Fisher "ideal" index on a 1923 base for undressed furs. This index was com-
puted from imports-for-consumption value and quantity data for fox, hare and
rabbit, marten, mink, mole, muskrat, and squirrel.
1899—1913: Prices obtained by straight line interpolation of a calendar annual
Fisher "ideal" index on a 1911 base for undressed furs. This index was com-
puted from value and quantity data of Hudson's Bay Company fur sales for
silver fox, white fox, lynx, marten, mink, land otter, and muskrat as given in
J. W. Jones, Fur-Farming in Canada (Canada, Commission of Conservation,
Ottawa, 1914). 1913 prices obtained by extrapolation.
1879—98: Prices obtained by interpolation of a calendar annual Fisher "ideal"
index on an 1899 base using the same furs (excluding white fox) and the same
source as for the 1899—1913 period.
11. Quarterly prices of "001 H hair, best," from WIB Price Bulletin No. 27, Prices
of Hatter's Fur and Fur Felt Hats for 19 13—18. The 1923 figure obtained by
extrapolating above to 1919 by import unit values of "furs, undressed total"
(1919 and 1918 third and fourth quarters) and to 1923 by the fur price index
used for item 10.
12. Weighted average of price relatives of Canadian wholesale prices for mink,
weighted once, and muskrat, weighted twice.
031
To a considerable extent, 1899—1911 based on outside price data.
Items:
1.19 12—23: Prices are Union of South Africa export unit values for ostrich feathers
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taken from reports of the Customs and Excise Department and converted to
dollars.
13. 1899—1911: Same as for item 1, and for earlier years, similar records of the Cape
of Good Hope, published in the Government Gazette.
032
To a considerable extent, 1913—17 based on outside price data.
Item:
2. Price for last half of 1918 extrapolated back through 1913 by WIB price of West
Australia pearl shells.
036
The period 1892 and first half of 1893 based on outside price data.
Item:
10. 1892 and first half of 1893 prices obtained by interpolating between fourth
quarter 1891 and third quarter 1893 by BLS Para Island rubber prices. These
prices were multiplied by the published quantity figures to obtain new values.
The adjustment of values for this period was made in order to correct for a
depreciation in the value of Brazilian paper money not reflected in the pub-
lished values (see Foreign Commerce and Navigation of the U.S., 1893).
039
To a considerable extent, 1894—1906 based on outside price data.
Items:
6 and 7. Unit values interpolated between 1917, third quarter and 1919, second
quarter, by Italian olive oil price. (Annuario Statistico Italiano).
17, 22, and 23. Quarterly prices are U.K. prices of palm oil, Lagos, from The
Economist.
24. 1894—99: Prices obtained by extrapolating the fiscal 1893 unit value by U.K.
price of palm oil, Lagos, from The Economist.
1899—1905: See item 17.
040
The years 1879—83 based on outside price data.
Item:
30. Prices for 1879—83 are Aldrich report price for opium.
041
To a considerable extent, 1891—99 based on outside price data. In the same period,
quarterly indexes are largely interpolated.
Items:
21. Price used is Bezanson price for cutch, 1891—96, extrapolated to calendar 1899
by imports-for-consumption unit value of copal, damar, and kauri. Prices for
1897—98 are interpolated on a straight line between 1896, fourth quarter, and
1899.
22. Prices for 1890 and 1889 are Bezanson prices for cutch -1899price is assumed to
be the same as for item 21.
044
Based to a considerable extent on outside price data. Quarterly indexes are largely
interpolated.
Items:
2. 1918—23: Prices are a quarterly Laspeyres index computed from prices for berga-
mot, cassia, citronella, orange, lavender, and spike lavender, taken from Per-
fumery and Essential Oil Record (Supplement: Market Prices), New York; and weights
taken from 1923 values given in imports for consumption.
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1913—17: Prices are a quarterly Laspeyres index computed from WIB prices for
oils of bergamot, cassia, orange, lavender, and rose, linked to 1923 and weighted
by 1923 imports-for-consumption values.
3. Prices are a fiscal Laspeyres index on a calendar 1913 base computed from im-
ports-for-consumption unit values foroils of bergamot, cassia,citronella,
lavender, and rose, and weighted by imports-for-consumption values. Quarterly
prices obtained by straight line interpolation.
4. 1884—1909: Same as item 3 except that lemon and orange have been included in
the index.
7. 1879—83: See item 3.
8. 1879—83: Bezanson price for lemon oil.
047
Items:
1.1917, third and fourth quarters, 1918, and 1919, first quarter, extrapolated by
U.K. prices for cotton cloth, 38 in. shirtings, taken from TheEconomist.
7. 1899—1913: Fiscal year Fisher "ideal" index on a calendar 1913 base, using U.S.
imports-for-consumption data for cotton pile fabrics: dyed, colored, stained,
painted or printed; not bleached; dyed, etc.; all on which duty does not amount
to 40—47.5 per cent; corduroy weighing 7 oz. or over per sq. yd.
Quarterly prices estimated by straight line interpolation. Values for 1899-
June 1906 were obtained by finding the ratio for each fiscal year of "cotton
pile fabric" (imports-for-consumption value) to "all other manufactures of
cotton" (general imports value) and assuming that the ratio remained constant
for the four quarters within each fiscal year.
1891—99: Quarterly prices obtained by straight line interpolation of fiscal im-
ports-for-consumption unit values for total cotton pile fabrics. Values obtained
as for the 1899—June 1906 period.
8. 1913—June 1918: Prices used are BLS quarterly prices of "cotton thread, J. & P.
Coats, 200 yd. spools."
9. 1914—June 1918: Values were calculated from quarterly figures for "total knit
goods, cotton, excluding hosiery," using fiscal imports-for-consumption ratios
of "gloves, cotton" to total "knit goods, cotton, excluding hosiery."
1914—16: Quantities obtained by straight line interpolation of fiscal imports-for-
consumption unit values for "cotton gloves."
1920: Prices affected by shift from Japanese to German gloves during 1920. We
estimated the annual price by extrapolating from 1921 by the import unit
value from Germany alone, and interpolated the quarterly unit values by
using those for hosiery.
31. 1902-09: Prices are BLS quarterly prices for "hosiery: Cotton, women's mer-
cerized 200 needle seamless, 50/2 yarn in leg, 30/2 yarn in heel and toe, 8/1
C.P., double sole and spliced heel, all colors, f.o.b. mill."
1898—1901: Prices are BLS annual prices for hosiery (see 1902—09 above) inter-
polated freehand to obtain a quarterly price series.
1893—97: Prices are BLS annual prices for hosiery (same as above) assuming
quarterly prices are identical with annual.
1891—92: Quantities computed by extrapolating 1893 ELS price back by im-
ports-for-consumption unit value for stockings valued at 8.60- 82.00.
048
Item:
1. 1913—23: Quarterly unit values interpolated freehand from a Fisher "ideal" Index
for jute and jute butts on a calendar 1923 base using U.S. imports-for-con-
suinption data. British quarterly and annual wholesale prices of "jute, native
firsts" from TheEconomistand U.S. quarterly and annual import unit values for
"jute and jute butts" were used as guides in the interpolation.
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1901—13: Quarterly U.K. wholesale prices of "jute, native firsts" from The Econo-
1899—1900: Prices extrapolated back to 1899 from 1901 annual price by French
quarterly wholesale prices of "jute" from La Reforme Economique.
1889—99: Quarterly unit values interpolated from a fiscal annual Fisher "ideal"
index for jute and jute butts on a calendar 1899 base, using U.S. imports-for-
consumption data. U.S. annual and quarterly import unit values for "jute and
jute butts" and BLS annual and quarterly prices for "raw jute" were used as
guides in the interpolation.
049
Item:
1.1889: Prices extrapolated by Bezanson prices for gunny cloth.
1890—99: BLS series for jute.




3.1913—23: Italian prices of hemp, 1914—23, from various volumes of Annuarlo
Stat i.stico Italiano, converted to dollars and extrapolated back to 1913 by United
States import unit values.
17. 1879—83: Fisher "ideal" price index on a calendar 1889 base from imports-
for-consumption data for jute, jute butts, and sisal, interpolated freehand.
052
Items:
1. Prices for 1919—23 extrapolated from 1918 unit value by imports-for-consumption
unit values of "single yarns of flax, hemp, and ramie," interpolated freehand.
Prices for 1913—14 extrapolated from 1915 import unit value by Canadian
wholesale prices for "flax sewing twine."
2. Prices from 1899—1913 are general import unit values of "matting and mats of
China, Japan and India straw." (item 2, class 053). For 1913—18 the same items
are used to extrapolate from 1919.
053
To a considerable extent, 1879—99 and 1922—23 based on outside price data. Quarterly
indexes for 1899—1902 are largely interpolated.
Items:
5. Quarterly British export unit values to U.S. of "linen piece goods," converted to
dollars.
29. Fiscal imports-for-consumption unit values of "plain-woven fabrics of vege-
table fiber," interpolated freehand.
30. Quarterly British export unit values of "jute piece goods."
31. Quarterly British export unit values of "linen piece goods, plain, bleached or
unbleached."
34. 1884—89: Quarterly British export unit values of'jute piece goods."
•35. Quarterly British export unit values of "jute piece goods."




2. The sudden spurt in imports of "clothing wool" in the second quarter of 1897 was
in anticipation of the imposition of a ten cents per pound (over 60% ad valorem)
tariff in July 1897. Imports fell off sharply immediately afterwards.
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055
Quarterly indexes for 191 3-June 1915 are largely interpolated.
Item:
1.1913-June 1915 prices are interpolated from imports-for-consumption fiscal unit
values of "woolen yarns."
056
To a considerable extent, 1879—99 based on outside price data.
Items:
4. 1879—89: Aldrich prices for "suitings, flannel: all wool, indigo blue, 6—4 Assabet."
A few slight adjustments were made on these prices to make them conform
better to imports-for-consumption unit values of "wool cloth."
1889—99: Annual U.K. export unit values of "worsted tissues, coatings, broad, all
wool," other than to U.S., interpolated freehand, using as a guide, quarterly
U.K. export unit values of "worsted tissues," other than to U.S.
5. 1899—1901: Prices obtained by extrapolating 1902 unit values back by quarterly
U.K. export unit values of "worsted stuffs, mixed."
6.1879—99: Quarterly U.K. export unit values of "carpets, not being rugs," other
than to U.S.
9.191 4—June 1918: Fiscal import-for-consumption unit values of "woven fabrics,
wholly or in chief value of mohair, alpaca, etc," interpolated freehand.
059
To a considerable extent, 1879—1913 based on outside price data. Quarterly indexes
for 1913—18 are largely interpolated.
Items:
1.1913—18: Unit values extrapolated back from 1919 by imports-for-consumption
unit values of "total silk fabrics, woven in the piece, etc." Quarterly unit values
were obtained by freehand interpolation using WIB quarterly price series for
"imported broad silk, Japanese habutai,momme, 36" wide" and "imported
broad silk, Japanese habutai, 6 momme, 36" wide" as guides.
1879—1913: Quarterly prices are interpolated from annual French export unit
values for "tissus de sole pure, unis," Commerce Special, in Annuaire Statistique,
Bureau de la Statistique Générale, and Direction Générale des Douanes, Tableau
Général du Commerce et de Ia Xavigation. All of these French export unit values are
open to considerable suspicion because they are official, rather than declared,
values (R. G. D. Allen and J. Edward Ely, International Trade Statistics, New
York, 1953, pp. 94, 354—355). However, they were revised annually, and did not
show the sudden large jumps which are characteristic of official values when
revised only occasionally. We compared them with other series, such as those
for average export given in Lyons, Chambre de Commerce, Compte Rendu de
Lyons, and fragmentary U.S. imports-for-consumption unit values, and found
them fairly similar.
4. 1879—1913: Quarterly prices are interpolated from annual French export unit
values for "rubans de soie ou de bourre de soie pure, autre". See item 1, 1879—
1913 for source.
7.1879—1913: Quarterly prices are interpolated from annual French export unit
values for "Passementerie de soie ou de bourre de soie pure." See item 1,
1879—1913 for source.
062
To a considerable extent, 1889—94, 1899 based on outside price data. Quarterly
indexes for 1883—99 are largely interpolated.
Items:
9. 1883—99: Fiscal year prices were obtained by using imports-for-consumption
quantity figures for "waste and other paper materials, including all grasses,
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fibers, waste, etc., fit only to be converted into papers" and general import
value figures for "paper stock, all other." Quarterly prices were obtained by
freehand interpolation from fiscal year prices.
20. 1890—94 and 1899: Prices used are quarterly Canadian wholesale prices of "New
Brunswick merchantable spruce deals."
1889: Annual price obtained by extrapolating back from 1890 by Canadian
export price index for lumber. (Statistical Contributions to Canadian Economic
Vol. II, by K. W. Taylor and H. MichelL)
063
Iterns
5. 1913—18 and 1923: Fisher "ideal" index using imports-for-consumption data for
"cork, bark or wood, unmanufactured" and "cork waste and shavings, etc.,"
interpolated freehand.
9. 1899-June 1909: Estimated quarterly values for "laths" (obtained by using the
imports-for-consumption ratio of "laths" to "all other lumber, dutiable,") have
been subtracted out of "all other lumber, dutiable."
064
To a considerable extent, 1899-June 1909 based on outside price data.
Item:
1.1899-June 1909: See item 9, class 063 for method of obtaining quarterly values for
"laths." Prices are quarterly Canadian wholesale prices of "lath No. 1 white
pine, 1* inch," adjusted to level of fiscal 1910 U.S. import unitvalue of "laths."
065
Quarterly indexes for 1899—1908 are interpolated.
Item:
8. 1899—1908 and 1913: Quarterly prices were obtained by freehand interpolation
of a fiscal Fisher "ideal" price index on a calendar 1913 base for imports-for
consumption quantities and values of "wood pulp, mechanically
"wood pulp, chemical, bleached," and "wood pulp, chemical, unbleached."
066
Quarterly indexes for 1899-19 13 are largely interpolated.
Items
2. Prices extrapolated back from 1914 by quarterly Canadian wholesale prices of
"wrapping paper, manila #1."
11. 1910—13: Quarterly prices were interpolated from annual German export unit
values for "photographic paper, sensitized-#663" taken from various years of
Statistik des Deutsc/ien Reic/zs, Statistisches Amt.
17.1913: Annual price obtained by extrapolating from fiscal 1911 general import
unit value for "total printing paper" by Fisher "ideal" price index for "print-
ing paper," computed from general import values and quantities for "news-
print" and "other printing paper."
20. 1909: Same as for item 21 except that index was computed excluding "printing
paper, valued above 5 cents per pound."
21. 1905—08: Quarterly prices were interpolated freehand from a Fisher "ideal"
fiscal price index for paper computed on a calendar 1913 base using imports-
for-consumption values and quantities for "copying, stereotype paper, etc., less
than 6 pounds," "copying, stereotype paper, etc., 6—10 pounds," "crepe and
filtering paper," "photographic paper, plain basic," "printing paper, valued
above 5 cents per pound," and "surface coated paper, other n.s.p.f."
23. 1899-1904: Same as for item 21.
25. 1899—1913: Quarterly prices for 1910—13 were interpolated freehand from a
Fisher fiscal price index on a calendar 1913 base using imports-for-consumption
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data for "articles lithographically printed: not exceeding inch in thickness,
not exceeding 35 square inches, die cut or embossed, exceeding 35 square
inches, and exceeding inchin thickness;" "souvenir postcards, litho-
graphically printed: exceeding inch, and not exceeding inchin
thickness, die cut or embossed;" "decalcomanias, in ceramic colors, not over
100 lbs.;" "booklets decorated in whole or in part by hand or by spraying;"
and "booklets, all other."
Quarterly prices for 1899—1909 were interpolated freehand from a Fisher
"ideal" fiscal price index on a calendar 1913 base, using imports-for-con-
sumption values and quantities for articles lithographically printed (first four
items listed above for 1910—13 index)—the index being adjusted to the level
of the 1910—13 index.
072
To a considerable extent, 1899—1918 based on outside price data.
Items:
1.1914—18: Prices obtained by extrapolating 1919 U.S. import unit value back to
1914 by quarterly South African export unit values of diamonds taken from
Tradeof theUnion of South Africa (Union of South Africa, Customs and Excise
Department).
5.1913, 1923: Quarterly prices for 1913 are South African export unit values of
diamonds. 1923 annual price was obtained by extrapolating the fiscal 1919 Sou.th
African export unit value of diamonds, by U.S. import unit value of "diamonds,
rough, uncut" (item 1) for fiscal 1919 and calendar 1923.
1899—1913: South African export unit values for diamonds (see item 1 for source).
073
Based to a considerable extent on outside price data.
Items:
1.1913—18: Quarterly prices prior to July 1918 obtained by extrapolation of unit
values from calendar year 1919 by South African export Unit values of
diamonds (see Import Class 072, Item 1 for source).
1898—99: Quarterly prices are South African export unit values of diamonds
(source same as for 1913—18).
11. 1898—99: See item 1, 1898=99, above.
13. 1897: Prices used are quarterly export unit values of diamonds exported from
Kimberly division, taken from Statistical Register,Capeof Good Hope, Colonial
Secretary's Dept.
16. 1884—96, 1899: See item 13.
1879—84: Annual prices extrapolated back to 1879 by obtaining export unit
values from figures for values of diamonds exported through Customs and Post
Office and quantity of diamonds exported through Post Office at Kimberly,
taken from the Blue Book, Cape of Good Hope.
074
Items:
1.1907—June 1908: Fiscal prices extrapolated back from 1909 by imports-for-con-
sumption unit value of "asbestos, unmanufactured". Quarterly prices obtained
by freehand interpolation.
1922 (fourth quarter)—1923: The sum of imports-for-consumption value figures
for "Keene's cement or other gypsum cement, the same valued at: $14 or less
per ton, over $14 and not over $20 per ton, and over $20 and not over $40
per ton," have been subtracted from general imports, and new quarterly
values estimated fot 1923.
10. 1922 (fourth quarter)— 1923: Quarterly values estimated from imports-for-con-
sumption annual values for"lithographic stones" and general imports
quarterly values for "other stones."
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15. 1922 (fourth quarter) —1923: Quarterly values estimated from imports-for-con-
sumption annual value for "fluorspar" and general imports quarterly values
for "other nonmetallic minerals, dutiable."
075
Quarterly indexes are largely interpolated.
Items:
1.1916—23: Quarterly prices interpolated freehand from an annual price index on a
calendar 1923 base obtained by computing an unweighted average of price
relatives of silicon carbide, aluminum oxide, and metallic abrasives, taken from
U.S. Bureau of Mines, Minerals rearbook.
5.1879—1918, 1923: Quarterly prices interpolated freehand from U.S. imports-for-
consumption unit values of "marble veined and all other, in block, rough, or
squared" (1879—83); "marble in block, rough or squared only" (1884—99);
"marble, breccia, and onyx in block, rough, or squared only" (1899—1907); and
"marble, breccia and onyx, total" (1908—18).
076
To a considerable extent, 1899—1923 based on outside price data.
Items:
1.1914—23: Prices are U.K. quarterly export unit values (converted to dollars) of
"jet, Rockingham, samian, and all other glazed earthenware; excl. terra-
cotta."
2. 1914—23: Prices are U.K. quarterly export unit values (converted to dollars),
of porcelain, chinaware, and parian.
1914—first half 1915: Quarterly values estimated from total quarterly values for
"china, parian and porcelain, decorated and not decorated" and from fiscal
year totals of general imports from the U.K. taken from Annual Report of the
Commerce and Navigation of the U.S.
1922 and 1923 (fourth quarter): Quarterly values obtained by adding quarterly
general imports for "china and porcelain" and estimated quarterly values of
imports from U.K. of "bisque and parian" (obtained by using annual figures
from Annual Report of Commerce and Navigation of imports from U.K. and
quarterly figures for total imports).
3. 1898—99: Prices are U.S. import unit values of "glass-cylinder and crown,
polished, unsilvered" multiplied by the ratio of 1897 unit value of "cylinder
and crown, polished, unsilvered" to the 1897 unit value of cylinder and crown,
polished, silvered.
23. 1923, 1908—13: Prices are quarterly British export unit values of "floor tiles for
tesselated pavement."
1904—07: 1908 prices extrapolated back by quarterly British export unit values
of "other earthenware; md. semi-porcelain, majolica, and tiles."
1899—1903: 1904 prices extrapolated back by quarterly unit values of U.S.
imports of "china, parian, porcelain, etc., from U.K." (see item 24 for source
of prices).
24. 1908—13: Prices are U.K. quarterly export unit values of "other earthenware;
mci. semi-porcelain and majolica."
1904—07: 1908 prices extrapolated back by U.K. quarterly export unit values of
"other earthenware; md. semi-porcelain, rnajolica, and tiles."
1899—1903: 1904 prices extrapolated back by annual German export unit values
of porcelain ware, taken from Greifswalder Staatswissenschafthiche Abhandlungern
51, p. 161—2. Quarterly prices obtained by interpolation.
077
To a considerable extent, 1899—1903 based on outside price data.
Quarterly indexes for 1889—93 are largely interpolated.
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Items:
3.1894 (Sept.) and1899(fourth quarter),annual;Pricesextrapolatedby
Canadian wholesale price of "copper, casting ingot" from eight-month period
ending August 1894.
11. 1922—23: Prices extrapolated by BLS price for "zinc sheets" from 1921 annual
U.S. import unit value.
19. 1899—1903: Prices extrapolated back from 1904 by U.S. import unit values of
"unrefined copper."
1895—99: Prices used are U.S. import unit values of Import Class 078, item 24.
23. 189 1—93: Prices used are interpolated freehand from a Fisher "ideal" price index
on a fiscal 1895 base using imports-for-consumption data on "lead contained
in silver ore" and "lead pigs and bars, etc."
24. 1889—90: Quarterly prices interpolated from imports-for-consumption fiscal
unit values for "lead ore, pigs, bars, etc., excluding lead in silver ore."
078
Items:
8. 1922 (fourth quarter)—1923:Quarterly values and quantities estimated from
general imports quarterly data for "platinum, unmanufactured" and imports-
for-consumption data for platinum in ingots, bars, sheets or plate, not less than
*inchthick.
34. 1883—89: Quarterly quantities obtained by freehand interpolation of imports-
for-consumption fiscal unit values for "lead, pigs and bars."
079
Items:
1913, 1923: Quantities for 1913 obtained by interpolation of a fiscal 1913 and
1st quarter fiscal 1914 Fisher price index on a calendar 1923 base computed
from U.S. imports-for-consumption values and quantities for watches "having
not more than 7 jewels;" "having more than 11 and not more than 15 jewels";
"having more than 15 and not more than 17 jewels;" and "having more than
17 jewels."
3. 1899—1913: Same as item 1, except that index is on a fiscal 1913 base.
081
To a considerable extent, 1913—June 1916 based on outside price data.
Quarterly indexes for 1899—1913 are largely interpolated.
Items:
3.1922 (fourth quarter)—1923; Quantities obtained by using British export unit
values (converted to dollars) of "iron and steel and manufactures thereof;
md. pig iron and ferro alloys—ferro alloys including Spiegeleisen and ferro-
manganese, etc."
1916 (first half): Prices are U.S. import unit values for six months ending June
interpolated by U.K. export unit values (see above).
1913—15: Prices used are U.K. export unit values (see above) extrapolated from
U.S. calendar 1916 import unit value.
5. Prices extrapolated back from calendar 1916 by U.S. quarterly wholesale prices
of "basic pig iron" taken from WIB.
14. 1899—1913: Quarterly prices are interpolated from a fiscal Fisher price index on a
calendar 1913 base computed with imports-for-consumption data on "ferro-
manganese," "ferrosilicon," "Spiegeleisen" and "all other pig iron."
082
To a considerable extent, 1913—23 based on outside price data.
Quarterly indexes for 1889—1913 are largely interpolated.
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Items:
3.191 3—23: Prices are a quarterly Laspeyres price index computed from U.K.
export unit values, converted to dollars, of "wire for fencing," "other sorts of
wire," and "wire cables and ropes."
1899—1913: Prices are a quarterly interpolation of U.S. imports-for-consumption
unit values of "total round iron or steel wire."
1879—June 1883: Values estimated using annual imports-for-consumption totals
for "iron wire and steel wire" and annual and quarterly general imports data
on "steel ingots, bars, sheets, and wire" and "all other iron and steel manu-
factures."
1879—June 1884: Unit values were extrapolated back from fiscal 1885 by a
Fisher "ideal" price index on a fiscal 1885 base computed from imports-for-
consumption data on "iron wire, bright, coppered, etc., not less than No. 16,"
"iron wire, rope, strand, chain, not less than No. 16," "steel wire, less than
inch, not less than No. 16," "steel wire, less than 1inch,less than No. 16,"
"steel wire, rope, strand, chain, less than finch,not less than No. 16," "steel
wire, rope, strand, chain, less thaninch, less than No. 16." Extrapolated
fiscal unit values were interpolated freehand to yield quarterly unit values.
18. 1899—1913: Quarterly unit values interpolated freehand from a fiscal Fisher
"ideal" price index on a calendar 1913 base computed from imports-for-con-
sumption data for "pens and pocket knives," "scissors and and "razor
blades, etc."
1889—99: Quarterly unit values for 1892—99 interpolated freehand from a fiscal
Laspeyres price index on a calendar 1899 base computed from imports-for-
consumption data for "penknives," and "razors." Annual unit values for
1889—91 extrapolated back from calendar 1892 by average annual price of
"pocket knives" as noted in Aldrich Report. Quarterly unit values were
interpolated.
24. 1899—1909, 1913: Quarterly prices interpolated from imports-for-consumption
unit values for "shotguns, etc., valued at not more than five dollars each."
084
Quarterly indexes are largely interpolated.
Items:
1.1913—23: Quarterly prices for 1913 (fourth quarter)— 1922 (third quarter) inter-
polated freehand from imports-for-consumption unit values for "automobiles
valued at more than $2,000." Quarterly prices for first, second and third
quarters of 1913 extrapolated back from 9 months ending June 1914 by general
imports quarterly unit values for "automobiles." Quarterly prices for 1922
(fourth quarter)—1923 extrapolated from 9 months ending September 1922 by
quarterly prices used for "auto chassis" (item 2).
July 1900—June 1905: Quarterly prices interpolated freehand from imports-for-
consumption unit values for "autos and chassis."
1899—June 1900: Quantities obtained by using 1901 fiscal unit value.
2. 1913 (fourth quarter)—1923: Quarterly values for auto chassis estimated from
imports-for-consumption data for "auto chassis"; general imports data for
"autos and chassis", 1923 and 1922 (fourth quarter); and general imports data
for "parts of autos", 1913 (fourth quarter)— 1922 (third quarter).Quarterly
prices obtained by freehand interpolation of imports-for-consumption unit
values for "auto chassis."
1913 (first, second, and third quarters): Quarterly unit values obtained by extra-
polating back from 9 months ending June 1914 by general imports unit values
for "automobiles." Quarterly values estimated by multiplying the value of
general imports of parts of autos by the ratio of: imports-for-consumption
(value), autos and chassis (new tariff, fiscal 1914) to gen. imports (value) auto
parts (9 months ending June 1914).
4. 1913—23: Estimated quarterly values of "chassis" (item 2) subtracted out.
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085
To a considerable extent, 1699—1913 based on outside price data.
Quarterly indexes for 1913—June 1918 are largely interpolated.
Items:
1.1899—1913: Quantities obtained by using Oil, Paint, and Drug Reporter price quota-
tions for fish guano (adjusted for changes in methods of quoting).
2.1906-June 1911: Quarterly values estimated from "all other fertilizers" using
imports-for-consumption values for "bone phosphates" to obtain fiscal year
ratios. Quarterly quantities obtained by freehand interpolation of imports-for-
consumption unit values for "bone phosphates."
3. 1913-June 1918: Estimates of quarterly values for "calcium cyanamid" have been
subtracted out and imports-for-consumption unit values for "other fertilizers"
have been interpolated freehand to obtain quarterly unit values.
5. 1910—13: Prices of kainite taken from Oil, Paint, and Drug Reporter.
1910—June1911: Values estimated from imports-for-consumption values of
kainite and general imports quarterly values of "kainite and manure."
7.191-0—13: Quarterly values estimated from general imports values for "other
fertilizers" and imports-for-consumption fiscal values for "calcium cyanamid."
Quarterly quantities obtained by freehand interpolation of imports-for-con-
sumption unit values for "calcium cyanamid."
9. 1899—1909, 1913: Prices of kainite from Oil, Paint, and Drug Reporter.
086
Items:
2. 1913—June 1918: Quarterly values estimated from imports-for-consumption fiscal
values for "calcium cyanamid" and general imports values for "other ferti-
lizers." Quarterly quantities obtained by freehand interpolation of imports-
for-consumption fiscal unit values for "calcium cyanamid."
6. 1899—June 1907: Quarterly values estimated from imports-for-consumption
fiscal values for "dead or creosote oil" and general imports values for "mineral
oil." Quarterly quantities obtained by freehand interpolation of imports-for-
consumption fiscal unit values for "dead or creosote oil."
15. 1913—23: Quarterly quantities obtained by freehand interpolation of a Fisher
"ideal" price index on a calendar 1923 base for fiscal years 1913—18 and
calendar years 1919—22. The index was computed using imports-for-consump-
tion values and quantities for "arsenic or arsenious acid," "phosphoric acid,"
"sulphuric acid," and "acetic or pyroligneous acid."
16. 1917—23: Quarterly quantities obtained by freehand interpolation of a Fisher
"ideal" price index on a calendar 1923 base for fiscal years 1917—18 and
calendar years 1919—22. The index was computed using imports-for-con-
surnption values and quantities for "citric acid," "tartaric acid," and "boric
(boracic) acid."
17. 1913—16: See item 16.
18 and 19: Before July 1916, U.S. import data did not separate natural from synthetic
indigo although the latter was much cheaper. Since synthetic indigo did not
drive the natural product completely out of the market, the two were treated
here as separate commodities and it was therefore necessary to break down re-
ported imports into the two types. The only data available for this purpose
were the annual reports of imports by country of origin. Since synthetic
indigo came mainly from Germany and to some extent from Switzerland, we
took imports of indigo from these countries to represent imports of synthetic
indigo and the rest to represent natural indigo. Quarterly imports were esti-
mated by assuming that the ratio of synthetic to natural was constant through-
out the year.
1913—June 1916: Quarterly prices of natural indigo were extrapolated back from
fiscal 1917 by U .K. wholesale prices of "indigo, Bengal, good consuming,"
from The Economist. Quarterly prices of synthetic indigo were extrapolated
back by WIB, "synthetic indigo."
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1899—1913: Quarterly prices of natural indigo, 1901—13, are U.K. wholesale
prices of "indigo, Bengal, good to fine," from The Economist. These were extra-
polated back to 1899 by annual U.K. wholesale prices of "indigo, Bengal,
good consuming," from The Economist and interpolated freehand. Synthetic
indigo prices are from the Oil, Paint, and Drug Reporter quotations for "J (syn-
thetic) indigo."
087
To a considerable extent, 1913—23 based on outside price data.
Items:
1.1913—23: BLS prices for "quinine sulphate."
4.1913—15, 1919—23: Quarterly prices obtained by freehand interpolation of im-
ports-for-consumption unit values for "firecrackers."
5. 1916—19: Quarterly prices obtained by freehand interpolation of imports-for-
consumption unit values for "gunpowder, etc."
1920—23: Quarterly prices obtained by freehand interpolation of imports-for-
consumption unit values for "fulminates."
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